
 

 

 

Year 6 Weekly Homework  Week Beginning  4.1.21 

Rights Respecting Articles: Article 3 -The best interests of the child must be a top priority in all decisions 
and actions that affect children 

Global Goal 4- Good Health & Wellbeing 
MATHS 

https://www.didax.com/apps/ten-frames/ 
Use the mathsframe to make different amounts 

Addition and subtraction within 10 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/addition-and-subtraction-within-10-d631 
 

LITERACY 
Spelling  

Fun By Torchlight: A fun way to revise reading sight words or spelling words is to make the room dark and hide the 
words (written on cards) all around the room. Then armed with torches, go searching and exploring, reading the 

words as you shine the torch on them. 
 

go no not  she he they the 
Literacy Daily Lessons  

Practice mark making. Continue to write your name independently. Practice letters of the alphabet. 
HFW game  https://www.starfall.com/h/word-machines/ 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/mouse-deer-and-tiger-c931 
 (lesson 6-10) 

Reading - select a book of your choice 
https://www.purplemash.com/sch/osmani 

https://stories.audible.com/discovery 

History 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/who-is-alan-turing-crt3ac?step=2&activity=video 

Cloud Dough Recipe 

https://www.powerfulmothering.com/how-to-make-cloud-dough-recipe/ 
 
Disclaimer: This recipe is taste safe for little kids. This means that the child would be perfectly fine if 
they licked their hands or say put a little teaspoon worth in their mouth to taste. This does not mean 
that this recipe should be eaten! Eaten in large quantities baking soda is harmful to the acid balance 
of the body (like too many antacids). Please supervise children for all activities like these. 

Learn how to make a colorful cloud dough recipe that is taste safe to enjoy with your child. With 
only 3 ingredients our cloud dough recipe is just what you are looking for! Great for sensory play! 

Cloud dough is also known as fairy dough! 
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Ingredients 

● 2 cups All purpose flour 
● 1/4 cup Vegetable oil canola / olive oil 
● 5-10 drops Oil based food colouring 

Instructions 

1. Make at least 4 colours. Use your kitchen measuring cups and don’t guesstimate else your 
cloud dough recipe will be too wet.  

2. Premix coloring in the oil before adding it to the flour. 
3. Mix your ingredients in a ziplock bag. Knead and shake around until mixed as much as 

possible.  
4. Before you play you will have to get your hands into the mix to pinch the flour to distribute 

the remaining oils and coloring. At this point, it should be mixed well enough that your 
hands will not stain. 

5. Empty out into a sensory tub for playing. 
6. If you do this activity indoors a large bed sheet or shower curtain is recommended for under 

the sensory tub to catch little messes. 

 

Fizzy Cloud Dough Experiment  

Disclaimer: This recipe is taste safe for little kids. This means that the child would be 
perfectly fine if they licked their hands or say put a little teaspoon worths in their mouth to 
taste. This does not mean that this recipe should be eaten! Eaten in large quantities baking 
soda is harmful to the acid balance of the body (like too many antacids). Please supervise 
children for all activities like these. 

On first glance this is cloud dough in every sense of the word. It molds like cloud dough and breaks 
apart into floury crumbs. 

BUT when you add some vinegar it FIZZES!! 



 

I love the dual functionality of this fizzing cloud dough. It is a sensory play dough as well as 
a science experiment.

 

HOW did I make this fizzy cloud dough? 

I used my cloud dough recipe and unique method of coloring. However,  instead of using 2 
cups of flour and ¼ of  veg oil, I used 1 cup of flour and 1 cup of baking soda plus 1/4 cup of 

veg oil.  

Find out more here: https://www.powerfulmothering.com/fizzy-cloud-dough-experiment/ 

 

 

PE 10 minute shake up  
 

 

https://www.powerfulmothering.com/how-to-make-cloud-dough-recipe/
https://www.powerfulmothering.com/fizzy-cloud-dough-experiment/
https://www.nhs.uk/10-minute-shake-up/shake-ups?filter=zootropolis

